Raghava KK
Artist/Creativity Expert

Raghava KK is a renowned Indian artist, creativity expert, and tech entrepreneur, named by CNN as one of 10 most remarkable people (2010). He was inducted into the National Geographic Society as an Emerging Explorer for bringing together Science, Art, and Technology in the field of exploration in 2013.

A four time TED speaker, his iPad art book 'Pop-it', launched at TED, re-imagined the role of storytelling in technology and won several awards, including a Kirkus Book Award for best of 2011. His recent publications address the role of creativity in cultural sensitivity and the importance of creativity in child psychological well-being and have been published by Mass General Hospital (Harvard University’s teaching hospital). He has spoken and lectured extensively and mentored startups on creativity.

Raghava uniquely brings together art, science, and technology to create a new way of looking at knowledge. Raghava lives and works out of his home in Woodstock, New York.